
A Message from the Bishop of Horsham 
Early in February, the Church remembers Jesus being presented in the Temple. Wise and holy old 
Simeon, utters the words of the Nunc Dimittis, including: to be a light to lighten the Gentiles and 
to be the glory of your people, Israel. It is the proclamation that Jesus is not simply for those 
associated with him, the Israelites, but for everyone else as well, the non-Israelites, the Gentiles.

Clergy get used to people casually referring to God and to prayer as 'your department' or 'your 
business'. 'Have a word with your boss' people joke; 'say one for me.' It is as if people 
acknowledge prayer as valuable, even important, but consider it someone else’s business. 
Perhaps there is too much truth in those jokes that imply prayer is for the specialists or 
professionals rather than everyone else. The 2018 Year of Prayer reminds us that prayer in the 
name of Jesus, like Jesus himself, is for everyone and not just for those most publicly associated 
with him.

Certainly clergy should pray for their people daily at Morning and Evening Prayer, but they are also 
bidden to ring the church bell to tell everyone that it is happening. Church bells both announce 
that people are being prayed for and call them to join in whether in Church or elsewhere. If you 
cannot hear a church bell, you can set an alarm on your watch or mobile phone creating a regular 
reminder to pray.  There are many opportunities to learn about praying this year, not least in Lent 
which also begins this month, but let me commend to you the Daily Prayer of the Church, which 
you can download to your PC, smartphone or tablet. Just visit your App Store, search for Church 
of England, download and join in.

With prayers and good wishes,

+Mark Horsham 

Reverend Michael Collis
The Rector of Fishbourne and Apuldram from 1989 to 2000, Michael Collis, passed away on 7th 
January 2018.

Michael was a good Anglican priest who served Fishbourne and Apuldram parishes well. His 
strength was in maintaining a good framework in running the churches. The services were well 
prepared and always started on time. 

Michael prepared me to take home communions and it was from him and Clive Ashley that I 
continue to take them today. Michael and John Hayward (churchwarden) and I were all born in 
1935 and met yearly for lunch out with our wives near our birthdays. 

He was devoted to his wife as he was to his daughter Jane and son Paul and their families. May 
he rest in peace.

His funeral took place on Thursday 25th January at 10.45 at St Mary’s Church Barnham.

John and Gabrielle Dent 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JANUARY 2018 CHURCH SERVICES


PEW SHEETS

If you are housebound and would like communion at home, please ring Moira on 530198.
For details of special services please see the Sunday Pew Sheet, arranged by Eric, Elle, Oli and 
Beau. Requests to be added to the special intercession list or for notices of any special Parish 
Church events to be included, please phone 783799 or email 4andersonjones@gmail.com.
Please send requests to us well in advance, by Tuesday 6pm at the latest please.

GIFT ENVELOPES

Fishbourne Weekly Envelopes are now at the back of the church. Please note the numbers may 
have changed and the wording has also been amended. This is because the number of those 
giving by this means has dropped and the new style enables us to order the right range of 
numbers and reduce costs. There are of course other ways of regular giving and should you wish 
to explore these please let me know. 

Robert Christie, Parish Treasurer 

EDITOR’S NOTES

It’s the people that make a magazine a great read, and there are lots of people in this issue 
including little Ezra de Buriatte, Rosie Whitaker, Karen Griffin and her family (what a great picture 
of her water-loving dog!) and, of course, Lemon-Ted. If you know a parishioner who is doing 
something exciting and interesting...send me the story. And don’t forget the pictures!

The copy deadline for the March issue is February 16.

Chris Partridge 

Date Readings Fishbourne Apuldram

Thursday 1st February

 

Sunday 4th [W]

EPIPHANY 
 


Thursday 8th

 

Sunday 11th [G]

 


Wednesday 14th

ASH WEDNESDAY 
 

Thursday 15th

 

Sunday 18th [P]

 

 

Thursday 22nd

 

Sunday 25th [P]

 

 

Thursday 1st March

Isaiah 60:1-6

M a t t h e w 
2:1-12


 

 

2 Cor. 4:3-6

Mark 9:2-9


Isaiah 58:1-12

John 8:1-11

 

 


Gen. 9:8-17

Mark 1:9-15


Gen.
17:1-7,15-16

10.30 Holy Communion


08.00 Holy Communion

09.30 Holy Communion


10.30 Holy Communion


09.30 Holy Communion

16.30 Evening Prayer

 

19.30 Holy Communion


10.30. Holy Communion

 

08.00. Holy Communion

09.30. Holy Communion


10.30 Holy Communion


09.30 Holy Communion.

16.30. Evening Service

 

10.30. Holy Communion

11.00 Matins

 

 

 

 

08.00 Holy Communion

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

11.00 Holy Communion

 

 

 

 

08.00 Holy Communion
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CHICHESTER CATHEDRAL


Sunday Services 
8.00am Holy Communion; 10.00am Choral Mattins; 11.00am Sung Eucharist
Services are held daily and all are welcome – see www.chichestercathedral.org.uk for details.

Lunchtime concerts - Tuesdays at 1.10pm 
Tuesday 6	 Jonathan Hope, organ, plays works by Julius Benedict, Bach, Johann Schmelzer 	
	 	 and Handel.

Tuesday 20	 Fraser Tannock, trumpet and Terence Allbright, piano, play Honneger, Ravel, 	 	
	 	 Eugene Bozza, Martinu and Alexander Goedicke.

Tuesday 27	 Valentin Schiedermair, piano, plays Bach, Beethoven and Chopin.


The Sixteen - choir & orchestra 
The Sixteen under their conductor Harry Christophers will play Vivaldi’s Sinfonia from La Dorilla,

Bach’s Mass in G major, Handel’s Overture from Esther and The Lord our enemy has slain  
(from Esther) with a grand finale in Vivaldi Gloria in D major.

Tickets (£15-£30) available online from https://thesixteen.com/events/vivaldi-gloria-chichester/ 


The Chichester Singers

On Saturday 24th March at 7.30 The Chichester Singers with Southern Pro Musica under the 
baton of Jonathan Willcocks will perform a wonderful programme of music consisting of Handel’s 
Coronation Anthems, Parry’s anthem Hear my words, ye people and Durufle’s Requiem.

Tickets start at £10 from www.ticketsource.co.uk/the-chichester-singers

or debegleton@yahoo.co.uk and 931243.


William Blake: Radical Prophet 
This illustrated Chichester Theological Society lecture is given by Professor Christopher Rowland, 
author of the new book Radical Prophet: The Mystics, Subversives and Visionaries who Strove for 
Heaven on Earth.

Christianity began with the conviction that the old order was finished, Professor Rowland 
believes. Jesus proclaimed that a new era, the Kingdom of God, was dawning.

Yet despite its success, the religion he inspired was soon domesticated and its counter-cultural 
radicalism tamed. Christopher Rowland shows that this was never the whole story, and in this 
lecture he will focus on the extraordinary figure of William Blake, author of the hymn 'Jerusalem'.

Thursday 22nd February at 6.30pm in the Cathedral Nave. Free entry and all are welcome.


Bishop Martin joins the House of Lords 
Dr Warner has taken his seat in the House of Lords, supported by the bishops of Norwich 
and Chelmsford (left and right in the picture.)
“I look forward to joining others from Sussex who serve in both houses at Westminster, 
and to sharing in the Church of England’s 
contribution to the national life through Parliament,” 
he said.
The bishop has maintained a creative conversation 
with local MP’s on issues of importance to the 
county, and the diocese.
Bishop Martin will become one of 26 ‘Lords Spiritual’, 
a group that includes the Archbishops of Canterbury 
and York, the bishops of London, Durham and 
Winchester as ex-officio members, and 21 diocesan 
bishops introduced in order of seniority. 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APULDRAM AROUND

The church visitors book... 
...always proves an interesting read, especially seeing which countries our visitors came from: 
Canada, Germany, The Netherlands, Slovakia, Brazil, Singapore, Hungary, USA, Russia, South 
Africa, Australia and Thailand, all finding their way for 
one reason or another to a small country church hidden 
in the fields. Visitors always enjoy the peace and beauty 
of the church and appreciate the care taken of it. The 
flowers frequently have a special mention. Some visit 
because they have a special connection with Apuldram. 
And some visitors simply find St Mary’s a place of 
tranquility to pray and reflect, especially in times of 
trouble.

“The Scottish Vagabond” stopped off en route while 
walking the coast of Great Britain. It turns out the 
Scottish Vagabond is Billy Dockery, who is celebrating 
retirement by walking all round Britain along the coastal 
paths. Not in one long gruelling march but in stages. He 
dropped in on Apuldram while walking from Hove to 
Bournemouth. You can follow his adventures at 
scottishvagabond.weebly.com.


Building work on the extension... 
...has started again after the Christmas and New Year 
break.  This photo shows the progress by the first Sunday 
in January.


Regular readers over the years... 
...may have noticed an omission in parish news over the 
winter months, this year and last  – no reports of flooding! 
In the past, flooding of Church Lane and the footpath to 
the church caused considerable problems, frequently 
necessitating the cancellation of services for some weeks. 
Even when the church was accessible wellies were 
essential footwear. 2016 saw the repairs to the church 
path and subsequently work was carried out on the 
drainage to Church Lane. Now, regardless of the wet 
weather, the church can be reached with dry feet, even if 
not mud free ones as the result of the state of the car 
park.


This year the season of Epiphany... 
...finishes on Sunday 11th  February. With Easter Sunday 
falling on 1st April, the start of Lent follows swiftly on with 
Ash Wednesday on 14th February.


Rotten tree menace ignored 
Colin Delahunty, Chairman of Apuldram Parish Meeting, reports that “on the morning of 4th 
January a lorry hit a rotten tree by the bus shelter on the A286 near Dell Quay Road.  Gordon 
Reed was asked if he could pull the tree back into the field which he kindly did in the wind, rain 
and cold.  The Council was told by three of us over a year ago that the tree was rotten.  Someone 
was sent out to look at its condition and subsequently I had a curt phone call telling me it was 
quite safe (the call was logged).  As cars come past our houses doing in excess of 80mph, what 
would have happened if the tree had fallen in the road? People might have died.”

Hilary Caine 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FISHBOURNE PARISH NEWS


St Peter and St Mary Social and Fundraising Group 
We have had our first  meeting for 2018 and are looking forward to planning a variety of social and 
fundraising events during  the next eleven months. We are keen to make sure that not all activities 
are about raising funds but encouraging all members of our community to be involved.

Our plans for this year include Cream Teas during July and August, a Jumble Sale on September 
15th, a Bring & Share Harvest Lunch on Oct 7th and a Remembrance Sunday Bring & Share 
Lunch, as well as the literary festival, Valentines Day quiz and the school and church fete, all 
featured in this issue.

In addition we are hoping to put on a concert in Church, hold a Sponsored Silence probably 
linked to a Summer Bring & Share Lunch, and enjoy Hymns & Pimms!

Last year over £10,000 was raised for good causes including our Church.

If you want more details or to help with events, please contact me on 532642 or by email at 
jennifer_christie_uk@hotmail.com

Jennie Christie 

Fishbourne School and Church Fete 
The 2018 Fete will be held at the school on Saturday 23rd June from 11.30am to 2.30pm.

This is the biggest single fundraising event for the Church and help is urgently required by the 
Organising Committee in planning the event – and on the day.

Contact Mike Lewis on 01243 784186 or mike.427lewis@outlook.com if you can assist.


Valentines Quiz Supper 
The popular quiz returns on Friday 16th February at St. Peter’s Place. It is great fun and a 
wonderful chance to meet friends and show off your range of general knowledge. You can join a 
team on the night or put together a table of your most brilliant friends (maximum of six per table). 
Arrive at 7.00pm for 7.30pm start. Tickets are £8.00 for adults, £5.00 for children which includes a 
lavish Buffet Supper. There will also be a cash bar and a chance to win prizes in our raffle.

Tickets are available from Karen Dower on 778422 (evenings) or by e-mail at K.dower@sky.com.


Fishbourne Gardeners’ Club 
Our Club programme for 2018 opened with a fabulous speaker Jayne 
McBride who started our gardening year with a delightfully illustrated talk 
entitled 'The wonderful world of Orchids' which we all enjoyed - what an 
amazing variety of orchids we have in this world of ours.

On Wednesday 7th February as usual we hold our AGM and the election 
of officers for the 2018/19 committee. Members can also decide on 
where they would like to go this year on our coach outings. Members will 
also hear what is planned for the Club's Green Fingers Competition.

Fishbourne Gardeners' Club meets at St Peter's Place. Visitors £3.00. For 
details contact ab.m.dennett@btinternet.com or ring 790353.

AnnetteBell Dennett 

Fishbourne W.I. 
Well a new year awaits us but a glance back shows a year of interesting speakers, outings and 
projects undertaken.

We also remembered the Millennium Parish map tapestry displayed in Fishbourne Roman 
Palace and checked on the maple tree planted in the Fishbourne Centre grounds - this 
was to celebrate our beginnings in 1923 plus reflecting our Canadian origins.
Of course this year also saw the start of Maggie Borsberry's very successful provision of 
lunch before the meeting - and we don't mean a plate of sandwiches - a good warm lunch!
However our thoughts now turn to a new year with its fresh interests and challenges. If you 
would like further information please email beryl@fishbourne.plus.com or phone 774350.
June Leech  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Fishbourne Evening WI 
This month our speaker was Mike Lewis whose talk was entitled “Life in a Submarine”.

Mike spent 22 years in the Royal Navy and loved his time as a submariner. He described 
submariners as intelligent misfits. They were a special brotherhood and their motto was “all for 
one and one for all” because they either all came back or none of them came back.

Morale was kept up by various exploits. He remembered having a BBQ in the Caribbean during an 
exercise. The Americans couldn’t believe it and flew over to have a look. Food was very 
important. They has fresh food for the first week. This was stored in the torpedo bay because it 
was cool. Thereafter it was dried tinned or frozen. Meals were repeated with monotonous 
regularity, but at least they knew what day of the week it was. They had quaint nicknames for 
some of the dishes, for example Babies Heads for steak and kidney pudding and Elephants 
Footprints for Spam fritters.

One of their mottos was “no sunshine no soap”. This was because with only 10,000 gallons of 
water to last a crew of 75 for 50 days, washing was a luxury they could not afford. At least that 
was their excuse!

Mike described the training the men underwent. The most gruelling was in the submarine exit 
training tank when you had to breath out instead of holding your breath to avoid the bends. The 
training was rigorous and they were put under both physical and psychological pressure. Truly 
you do have to be very special to be a submariner. A most interesting and enjoyable talk.

Fishbourne Evening WI is a small informal group. We meet on the 4th Wednesday of the month at 
St Peter’s Place for a 7.30 pm start. New members are always welcome so why not pop along? 
Ring 780310 or email fishboureneevewi@outlook.com.

Pam McTurk 

Chichester Science Group 
The global population explosion is one of the great crises the 
world has to face, and face now, was the message driven 
home by Robert Palmer, a retired anaesthetic consultant 
from Portsmouth, in his lecture to the group.

The problem is at its most acute in Africa, where fertility rates 
are still very high compared to developed countries where it 
has fallen to rates that cause the opposite concern - ageing 
populations unable to cope with rising health and care costs.

Mr Palmer painted a bleak picture of a world in the grip of 
climate change that, he said, will make much of the 
equatorial belt uninhabitable as rising sea levels will swamp 
our coastal cities. The result will be an irresistible tide of 
migration to the north.

This apocalyptic vision is regarded as extreme by most 
climate scientists, and new research seems to show that temperature rises over the next century 
will be less than feared, but it is undeniable that world population growth must be tackled.

So it was to a feeling of some relief when Mike Wheeler, a trustee of the British charity CHASE 
Africa, came on stage to explain two ways they are addressing the problem.

The charity was founded to plant trees in Kenya, to replace those being cut down for firewood, 
but came to realise that the underlying problem was lack of access to birth control, so families 

were large and the parents were unable to break out of 
extreme poverty.

Mike described how the charity developed mobile clinics 
that tour the countryside offering education and 
contraceptive implants for women that last three to five 
years. Asking men to have vasectomies was, the charity 
found, fruitless as having many children is seen as a sign 
of virility. 

Reducing the number of children gives the parents 
enough disposable income to send them to school, with 
the prospect of hauling a whole generation out of poverty. 
Perhaps education is the key to the population problem.

Chris Partridge 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A woman receiving a contraceptive 
implant

Queues of people at a CHASE 
Africa mobile day-clinic
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PARISH PEOPLE

Karen Griffin 
Karen was born near Fulham, but moved to 
Sussex when she was 12 because her father set 
up his own screen printing business locally. The 
family remain close, with her parents currently 
living in Summersdale, and her sister only living 
17 doors along the road from her and husband, 
David.

Currently, the couple’s 23 year-old son Nick is 
living at home whilst attending Portsmouth 
University to take Engineering. Their 20 year-old 
daughter Katie is in her last year studying 
Psychology at Winchester but manages to return 
home about every 10 days as she misses the 
family dogs, Finn and Murphy!

Married life with David started in Lavant, where 
they lived and the wedding took place in St. 
Nicholas’ church. Karen was not confirmed, 
however, until she was 35, when she had the joy of being confirmed with a friend and both 
children, in the Cathedral.

Karen just loves singing all hymns, but at Christmas, ‘Good King Wenceslas’ is a firm favourite. 
She found the people at Fishbourne Church to be very welcoming, and explained that leaving one 
church can be rather like a bereavement, yet she had the same feeling of familiarity the moment 
she walked into Fishbourne church, as well as an awareness of it being steeped in history with the 
people who have knelt there over the centuries. David was taking the service on her first morning, 
but she knew immediately before he opened his mouth, that it was the church she would be going 
to. Of all the books in the Bible, Karen finds that Matthew’s gospel reaches out to her the most 
because it gives very concise directives.

Whilst husband David works in computers, back in 1998, Karen ran an Event Management 

business that organised agricultural 
tours in the UK, mainly used by 
people from other countries. She 
employed six people and was lucky 
enough to travel widely meeting her 
future clients. Almost overnight Foot 
and Mouth hit the UK, and with 
visitors not being allowed onto 
farmland, Karen’s business folded 
immediately. Then followed what 
Karen describes as the hardest time 
of her life, physically and emotionally, 
when she had debts and had to lay off 
her staff. She vowed never to run her 
own business again.

With two children under 3, and David 
having lost his job 9 months earlier, 
Karen took a job travelling to 
Bluewater, as a Business 
Development Manager for a Day 
Nursery agency.  They were also able 
to re-mortgage the house at that time. 
Karen had a good salary and the job 

saw the family over a difficult time, until David got the job of his dreams, which he still works in 
today.

In 2004 Karen went to a trade show with her father who maintains an interest in his previous work, 
and started to make rubber stamps to supplement her income.  However, two years later, Karen 
had an accident, and was unable to walk without aids or drive for 8 months. Not only was Karen 
determined to get her fitness back, but realised that her stamp business would not make her 
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enough of an income because the product was so good that people didn’t need to purchase 
again quickly.

Karen researched what her customers also bought. They all seemed to like banners, posters etc. 
so she retrained herself and, with a small amount of funding, started up Griffin Designs. Ahead of 
her time, because the idea embraced the idea of recycling, the banners produced for an annual 
event use a simple process to take off unwanted lettering and numbers using a hairdryer. 
Naturally, selling these vinyl banners means that customers increase year by year as they return 
for fresh letters and numbers for the next event.

Karen’s Dad – her ‘absolute 
hero and an oracle’ – enjoys 
being involved in the company 
which includes such diversity as 
printing intricate designs on tee-
shirts and vehicle sign writing. 
 Karen now employs a five-
woman team, which is unique in 
the business, to help in her 
attractive workplace.

A second company - Stickers 4 
Walls – has more recently been 
formed, creating wall and 
window stickers with a product 
made and licensed called 
Fabristick. It has endless 
potential, as the stickers can be 
easily stuck on and peeled off surfaces without leaving a mark, yet can be reused again and 
again. To promote this, Karen finds it necessary to attend trade fairs rather than rely on the 
Internet. This can take her to Uckfield, for example, for the Dept. of Trade and Industry, or further 
afield to the north of England. She has several large customers, like the NHS and County 
Councils.

Karen returned for more surgery in 2016/17 and had three operations on her foot and several 
bones were replaced with metal.  When Karen and David spent last July trekking around South 

America to celebrate their 30th wedding anniversary, they walked 
along the Machu Picchu Trail, a 45km hiking trail winds through 
dense subtropical forest and 4500 feet high altitude mountains.

On her return to England at her next check-up, her surgeon said 
‘Thank you for testing the foot’ but she didn’t tell him that she 
had to crawl along some places!

In spite of her busy lifestyle, Karen has belonged to a local book 
group for 19 years and her guilty pleasure is browsing in a 
second-hand bookshop. Karen has also been involved in the 
fastest growing dog sport in the country – Flyball. Now an event 
at Crufts, it involves a team of four dogs, of any breed, size or 
shape, racing against another team in relay style. Now 11, a very 
fit looking Murphy has just retired, but little Finn is being trained 
for Agility, which, as Karen observes ‘takes an inordinate 
amount of time’. Both dogs were rescued.

Although a little nervous of water, Karen had fun trying kayaking 
and paddle boarding with Finn and plans to try more in this 
‘lovely area of the country’.

Karen is known to ‘never knowingly undercater’ and likes to 
cook a lot. David says she also has ‘helpful tourettes’ meaning 
she has an obsessive, compulsive need to help people. To this 
end she has been in the background of many a fund raising 
charity event, and is now kindly producing and donating two 
much needed banners for our Book Festival – ‘Fishbourne 
Loves Books’ – on 24th March. 

For the future, Karen and David are looking forward to just 
gently growing old together.

Sue Harrison 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Joseph de Buriatte, featured 
in the January issue, has 
become a dad! 
Ezra Isaac de Buriatte was 
born on 5th December, 
weighing in at a bonny 7lb 
9oz. Congratulations to 
Joseph and mother Naomi.



Rosie Whitaker, en garde for England 
We all know that pride is a sin, however to feel proud about a 
person's achievement is not. Enormous congratulations go 
to Rosie Whitaker who has been invited to be part of the U15 
girls foil squad for England Fencing. The team will be 
travelling to Poland on 23rd March, returning (hopefully with 
medals!) on the 26th.

This will be Rosie's first cap for England which comes after 
years of hard work, commitment and of course huge support 
from her family.

How exciting it is for the rest of us to know of a young 
person from our community who has done so well. I'm sure 
Rosie's family are extremely proud of her, and we can rejoice 
with them.

It is always lovely to share good news, so Rosie, we await to 
hear how you get on, for now, well done from us all. We are 
very proud of you. I'm sure that there are others in our 
community who are like Rosie doing great things. Please do let us share your news.

Moira Wickens 

The Continuing Adventures of 'Lemon-Ted' 
"Hi, folks! It's Lemon-Ted here again. Happy New Year! Though, by the time that you read this, the 
first weeks of it will have passed by - as will have memories of Christmas, I guess. Not so for me! 
You see, I observed 'my family' playing a new game - recycling! Well, recycling of Christmas paper 
and packaging to be precise.

There were nine gathered in the living room with ages ranging from just eleven to nearly ninety-
eight and loads of presents stacked neatly in piles, one for each person and others to be shared.  

It seemed not to take long before the neatly-stacked piles of presents 
were reduced to random heaps of goodies…plus a spread of wrapping 
paper, cardboard, bows, ribbons and the like, covering the floor from 
the entrance door to the French doors - and that's a long way! - with 
hardly any gap. That's when 'my man' stepped in. Show him a problem 
and, without trepidation, he'll be there trying to sort it. 'We need to go 
through this lot,' he said, 'to sort out what goes into the recycling bin 
and what doesn't.' There are times when he is so masterly!    

So, first, he had all the debris gathered in one place. But, then, came 
his mistake. He mentioned 'the rules' which straightaway produced 
differences of opinions amongst the older members of those gathered. 
Anyway, it seemed to boil down to whether a 'tear test', or a 'scrunch 
test' - or both! - ought to be applied to the wrapping paper. Plus what 
was the minimum size of paper to be included? A couple of rounds of 
drinks later - I exaggerate, of course, for the benefit of the story - 'my 
man' decides that he'll sort the whole lot himself, on his own. Sort of 
'my toy and I'll do what I like with it' attitude. Everyone else lost interest 
quite quickly - I think this was their intention - and 'my man' quickly 
transformed one large pile of debris into two piles, one of which was 
much larger than the other. This was a job not made easy because 

some did seem to enjoy themselves making paper balls and throwing them at him while he was 
working! The large pile, I understand, was the prize for recycling. What happened to the other pile, 
I am not sure. Anyway, job done, game over and everyone resumed with the gathering as if 
nothing had happened. Until it came to the pulling of Christmas crackers, of course … when the 
recycling game started over again!

Since these events, I have observed other manifestations (that's a big word for a little Ted!) of this 
game of recycling. Indeed, I have noticed that the most commonly used phrase here - after 'Is it 
time for coffee?' - is 'Can this be recycled?' Do you play this game, I wonder? 'My man' says that 
it's a bit like how we should approach life. We should separate out the bits we can learn from and 
'recycle' them into further use, while the bits which are not so good we can leave behind!      

Until next time.

Lemon-Ted (with thanks to my man for transcribing the dictation into printed text)  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FROM YOUR PARISH COUNCIL


By-election for Fishbourne District Ward 
The by-election to fill the vacancy caused by the resignation of Sandra 
Westacott for the Fishbourne District Ward will take place on Thursday 
22 February. The hours of poll will be from 7am until 10pm.

The nomination period starts on Friday 19 January and ends at 4pm 
on Friday 26 January. Anyone wishing to stand as a candidate at this 
election can obtain nomination documents from our elections office, 
please call 521010.

Poll cards will be sent to all registered electors, and requests for postal votes must be received by 
5pm on Wednesday, 7 February.

The successful candidate will serve on the district council until May 2019.


Local Plan Review 
Several sites within the parish are known to have been submitted for consideration for future 
development through the Local Plan Review process and this in turn has caused concern.

Fishbourne Parish Council has, therefore, reviewed the criteria used for assessing the 
sustainability of sites when the Neighbourhood Plan was drawn up so that we will be in a position 
to respond quickly when the application stage is reached.

The timing is beyond our control but as soon as more information becomes available from the 
Ministry for Housing, Communities and Local Government (MHCLG) or Chichester District Council 
we will revise our current documents to make sure they remain fully compliant.

1. The revised version of the National Planning Policy Framework is expected in Spring 2018 and 
as soon as this is published we will need to check through our existing Neighbourhood Plan to 
check that our Plan is still totally compliant.

2. Chichester District Council is currently expected to conduct the consultation on its preferred 
options for meeting the 
prescribed number of new 
buildings this summer and it is 
at this stage that we shall have 
a clearer view of the likely 
impact on Fishbourne  

3. During much of 2019 the 
revised Local Plan will follow 
the pathway of Submission, 
Examination and Adoption.

4. At the same time, parishes 
will be able to decide whether 
to review their NP or to work 
with Chichester District Council 
on a sites allocations document 
to be prepared following the 
Local Plan Review.  Given that 
our revised Plan is almost 
certainly to face a detailed legal 
scrutiny by at least one of the 
developers it would be wise to 
carry out an FNP review  even 
though that would involve, as 
with the original Plan, village-
wide consultation, writing the 
revised version, sending for 
examination and submitting to 
a referendum.

Keep on watching this space!

Geoff Hand 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This lovely shot of Fishbourne Creek in winter was taken by 
Alan Frost



LOCAL CHARITIES


Ten Wonderful Years of the Moonlight Walk 
St Wilfrid’s Hospice will be celebrating the 10th anniversary of its Moonlight Walk and wants to 
make it even more special on May 5.

The aim is to kick the night event off with a light show around the Westgate Leisure Centre where 
people gather to take part in the 5k or 10k walk in memory of loved ones, in support of St Wilfrid’s 
Hospice.

“It literally is a night to 
remember so don’t forget 
to put it in your diaries! 
 We want to thank 
everyone for their 
amazing support,” said 
Head of Fundraising, 
Jerry Doyle. “As well as 
being very moving, the 
Moonlight Walk is also a 
lot of fun.”

A call is going out for 
volunteers who can help 
on May 5 with everything 
from marshalling walkers 
along the route and 
helping to run stalls, sign 
ups and issue kit at the 
Westgate Centre, to 
dressing up, doing mime, 
putting up decorations 
and staging a light show.

“We’d love to hear from 
light technicians, drama students or anyone with circus or performance skills this year – from stilt-
walkers and fire-eaters to classical musicians. Companies are also needed to sponsor some of 
our 10th anniversary activities. Please contact us at fundraising@stwh.co.uk or at 01243 755827.”

The aim is to break some records for the 10th anniversary with 1,000 people walking and £100k 
raised. People will be able to sign up online very soon at www.stwh.co.uk/moonlight .  Entry costs 
£16 and walkers get a T-shirt and various freebies, including a heart-warming snack breakfast.


Apuldram Centre repulses pigmy invasion

We recently had a visit from the environmental group Flow Project Management who discovered a 
highly invasive species in the small pond in the wildlife and sensory garden. New Zealand Pigmy 
Weed is clogging up the rivers of South East England and has now reached Apuldram. 

We are obliged to take action, so Flow P M kindly donated their time to remove and destroy all of 
the plants from the pond. Additionally we have had to place a layer of plastic on the bottom for up 
to one year to ensure any lingering roots do not grow back. 

We are currently creating  an additional pond area to add interest and attract more wildlife to the 
garden. Eric is constructing a rustic-style bridge to span the two ponds to enable people to walk 
over and have a better view of the wildlife beneath. 

Along with a good tidy up, we will be developing two areas, a woodland walk planted with 
bluebells, foxgloves, cow parsley, cowslip, campion and wood anemones, and a wild flower 
garden incorporating cornflowers, field poppy, and fritillaries. Art and Craft instructor Debbie is 
looking into designing a sculpture for that area as well.

Our resources are limited so we would welcome any donated plants, especially pond plants, that 
you may feel are suitable. We would be happy to come along to remove or divide any pond plants 
you may not need.

Andy Pearson, Day Centre Team Leader 
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FISHBOURNE LOVES BOOKS


A luminous literary line-up 
Now in its third year, our own book festival takes place on Saturday March 24 from 10am to 5pm. 

Four of Britain’s leading lights of the literary world will give lectures in the church, and a monster 
book sale will take place in St Peter’s Place.

Nik Westacott will lay on three-star lunch and refreshments. 

We need lots of help, for however short a time you can spare, so please make a note of the date 
and contact Sue Harrison (iainsue@beaverclose.co.uk or call 784983.)

Unwanted books in good condition will be gratefully received.

Entrance is free, but day tickets for authors’ talks (remaining at the same bargain price of £20)  will 
be available online at fishbournelovesbooks.com or contact Liz Grant at lizigrant@gmail.com

or by phone at 530639.


Dame Margaret Drabble (left) was born in Sheffield in 1939 and is 
the author of eighteen novels including The Dark Flood Rises, 
reviewed by Fishbourne Bookworms on pxx. She has written 
biographies, screenplays and was the editor of the Oxford 
Companion to English Literature. She was made DBE in the 2008 
Honours list. She is married to the biographer Michael Holroyd 
and lives in London and Somerset.

Isabel Ashdown (right) began 
her writing career on a high when 
she won the Mail on Sunday 
Novel Competition in 2008 - the 
completed novel, Glasshopper, 
went on to be named among 
the Best Books of 2009 by both 
the Observer and the London 
Evening Standard.  Her latest 
novel, Little Sister, came out in 
2017.

She is the current Royal 

Literary Fund Fellow at the 
University of Chichester, where 
she previously studied as a 
mature student. Isabel grew up in 
the area and still lives here with 
her carpenter husband, their two 
children and their dogs.

Writer and critic Adam Mars-
Jones (right) was born in London in 
1954 and studied at Cambridge and the University of Virginia. He was 
selected by Granta as one of its 20 'Best of British Young Novelists' in 
both 1983 and 1993. His fiction includes The Waters of Thirst, Pilcrow 
and Cedilla, the latter two forming the first parts of a projected trilogy. 
In 2015 he published the autobiographical Kid Gloves: A Voyage 
Round My Father. 

Beatrice Crawford (right) is 

French, from Paris, where she married an Englishman, 
and now lives in Oxford. She read German at the 
Sorbonne and studied at Stanford University, writing an 
MA thesis on Kafka, and her PhD thesis on the poet 
Ronsard. 

Her book, Voices on the Great Wall, is a travel memoir of 
a trek on the Great Wall of China. It weaves together a 
detailed description of an arduous physical journey and 
the evocation of a life-changing spiritual journey in 
memory of her son who died in his early 20s.  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LOOKING AT SUSSEX CHURCHES


St John the Baptist, Sutton 
Sussex has never been a rich county. 
Prosperous, yes, but never in the same league 
as East Anglia when the wool trade was big, or 
Lancashire when cotton was king.

So Sussex never had the wherewithal to rebuild 
its churches in the latest, flashiest style even in 
tiniest parishes, like the late-medieval churches 
of rural Somerset. On the plus side, Sussex has 
an unrivalled number of places of worship that 
have remained almost unaltered for eight 
hundred years or more.

Which makes Sutton church slightly unusual in 
that it was enlarged several times in medieval 

times, making it 
rather large for such a small village.

The first church was a simple nave and chancel, like anywhere 
else in the area. It dates from the 11th century, as shown by the 
stones laid herringbone-fashion that can be seen in the north wall 
of the nave. 

The first extension was a hundred years later, when the south aisle 
was 
constructed - 
the columns 
have 
characteristic 
square 
capitals with 
stylised 
leaves carved 
in the 
corners.


The 14th century saw the addition of the big, 
bold west tower and the rebuilding of the 
chancel on more generous lines. An odd 

north chapel was added as well.

Why was such a large church built in such 
a small village? Nobody seems to know, 
but a clue may lie in the old rectory just to 
the north. It looks Georgian now, but 
inside is a perfectly preserved medieval 
hall house. Such a grand building for a 
country priest seems a bit over the top - 
perhaps his rank or position made the 
church more important than it seems 
today.

Chris Partridge 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The south side with the stately tower

Herringbone masonry in 
the north wall

The nave looking east

The nave with the tall tower arch



FEBRUARY DAYS OUT


William Blake in Sussex: Visions of Albion  
Some of Blake’s greatest works from poetry to painting have come together at Petworth House.

Sussex was the only area outside London that Blake ever lived, spending three years from 1800 
to 1803 with his wife Catherine in a cottage in Felpham that he described as ‘the sweetest spot 
on Earth’. The exhibition re-unites works made during his time at Felpham with later pieces that 
were informed by the landscapes of the area.

The exhibition includes works by Blake on loan 
from the British Museum, National Portrait 
Gallery and Tate with three paintings from the 
Petworth collection and another on loan from 
Arlington Court, Devon.

Elizabeth Ilive, mistress and then wife of George 
Wyndham, 3rd Earl of Egremont, commissioned 
Blake to paint The Last Judgement (1808) and 
Satan calling up his Legions, (c1800) both of 
which are usually displayed in the mansion. The 
Last Judgement is of particular significance 
given that the watercolour likely features 
Elizabeth ascending to Heaven with her six 
children beside an artist that may represent 
Blake.

These two paintings will be displayed alongside Characters from Spenser’s Faery Queen (1825) 
purchased by the Earl of Egremont from the artist’s widow as a philanthropic gesture.

The inclusion of Blake’s work at Petworth stands as the only example of his work within an 
English country house collection. This suggests the patrons had a forward thinking taste in art 
which led them to commission visionary paintings from an artist largely unheard of during his own 
lifetime, considered mad by his contemporaries and someone who had been tried for sedition at 
the Guildhall in Chichester (he was acquitted.) 


One of the illustrations for display depicts Blake’s conception of John Milton in the shape of a 
comet landing on Blake’s foot. A second illustration, of the cottage at Felpham, overtly references 
Blake’s experiences in Sussex, with the text ‘In Felpham I saw Visions of Albion.’

Blake’s The Sea of Time and Space (1821), a watercolour of a stormy coastal scene will also be a 
part of the exhibition. Discovered at Arlington Court above a wardrobe in the housemaid’s pantry 
when the house was given to the National Trust in 1947, little is known of how – or why – it came 
to be there.

William Blake in West Sussex: Visions of Albion, is at Petworth House until 25 March. Entry is by 
pre-booked, timed tickets only, which are on sale from www.nationaltrust.org.uk/petworth or by 
phone on 0344 249 1895. Tickets, £12 for National Trust members or £16 for non-members, 
include entry to the gardens, parkland and selected rooms in the house.  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FISHBOURNE BOOKWORMS REVIEW

The Dark Flood Rises  
by Margaret Drabble

A book about old age and death was not, perhaps, the best choice to 
read over Christmas (a late availability problem at the library 
necessitated it being brought forward). Some of our members were 
depressed by the theme; others found it interesting, enlightening, and 
even familiar!

World-famous author Margaret Drabble has written 20 novels; this is 
her latest. She tends to write not only of the circumstances of the 
contemporary era, but also in the style of her age at the time of 
writing. The style of this book is therefore deliberately as if written by 
an older woman; rather disconnected, and with allusions to a 
confusingly large number of characters remembered by the 
protagonists.

We appreciated the way in which the author described her characters, 
her deft sketching of a scene, the linking of the characters within the narrative, the acutely 
accurate “feel” of the ageing process, and the variety of ways in which the main characters 
reacted to ageing – Fran's frenetic activity, Claude's relaxation in pampered luxury with his carer/
mistress, Persephone, Bennet's retreat to Lanzarote with his partner, Ivor, and Jo's choice of a 
luxury retirement home while she was still teaching literature classes. Teresa, however, did not 
have much choice in her lifestyle, as she was dying of an asbestos-related cancer. Margaret 
Drabble deserves her reputation as a quality writer.

We all felt that the book could have been improved by being less rambling and more organised – 
for example, there are no chapters, only an irregular punctuation by a ~ symbol. However, we 
appreciated that the style was appropriate to the subject!

As one of us said “There is a good book in here, trying to get out”.

Iain Harrison 
 

HUMOUR

Classic Church Notices 
Real life bloopers from parish newsletters and 
notices. 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THE FASTING & PRAYER CONFERENCE INCLUDES MEALS
THE SERMON THIS 

MORNING:  
'JESUS WALKS ON THE 

WATER.' 
THE SERMON TONIGHT:  

'SEARCHING FOR JESUS.'

DON'T LET WORRY KILL YOU OFF - 
LET THE CHURCH HELP

Crossword Solution (from p18)

POT-LUCK SUPPER SUNDAY AT 5:00 PM 
PRAYER AND MEDICATION TO FOLLOW.

THE LADIES OF THE CHURCH HAVE CAST OFF CLOTHING OF EVERY KIND. THEY MAY BE SEEN IN 
THE BASEMENT ON FRIDAY AFTERNOON.



MAGGIE’S RECIPES

Feta and Potato Turnovers 
This recipe is easy to make, quick to prepare, ingredients are easily to hand from your larder and 
best of all, the children will love them! It also has the facility to give Mums the chance to persuade 
children away from the chip culture. Serve with a portion of baked beans as it is the perfect 
choice for the half term - get the kids involved! 

Makes four.


Ingredients 
250g/9oz ready made puff pastry

A little plain flour for dusting

30ml/2tbsp olive oil

450g/1lb white potatoes, peeled and diced

100g/3.5oz feta cheese, diced

One medium egg, beaten

2 tsp caraway seeds (optional)

A small handful of finely chopped parsley

Salt and pepper to taste.


Method 
Cook the potato in a saucepan of boiling 
water until just tender (15 minutes 
approximately.) Drain and leave to cool little 
before running under cold water. Once cool 
enough to handle, dry on a sheet of kitchen 
paper and add to feta, olive oil and 
seasoning in a mixing bowl.

Preheat the oven to 180°C, 350 or gas mark 4. 

Line a baking tray with greaseproof paper. Roll the pastry out on lightly dusted board, cut into four 
rounds about 7 inches across. Arrange the potato and feta mix in the middle of the rounds.

Top with the chopped parsley to each one. Dampen the edges with your fingertip and fold over 
top to bottom to seal the edges. Transfer to the baking tray and brush with egg.

Sprinkle half a teaspoon of caraway seeds on the top of each turnover, and bake for 18 to 22 
minutes until the pastries are golden and cooked. Remove from the oven, leave to cool a little 
before serving.


Cook’s Tip 
These three is well, suitable for lunch boxes et cetera. Also served cold meats for a more 
substantial meal.

Maggie Borsberry 

WHAT’S ON IN FEBRUARY 2018  

When Where Who What
Monday 5th


12.00 for 12.30 Fishbourne Centre Fishbourne 
W.I.

95th W.I. Anniversary Lunch: Douglas 
Eaton – “The Queen’s Knickers”.

Tuesday 6th

10.00 to 12.00

The Fishbourne 
Centre

Fishbourne 
Companions

For information, contact Lynda Hunter 
07968 296759.

Weds 7th 14.15 “Cheriton”, Creek 
End

Fishbourne 
Church

House Group

776692 for information.

Weds 7th 

19.00 for 19.30 St. Peter’s Place Fishbourne 

Gardeners
AGM, followed by a film “The Gardens of 

the National Trust”.
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Thursday 8th 
9.45 to 10.30

The Fishbourne 
Centre car park WSCC Mobile Library.

Week 12 to 16th

10.00 to 16.00

Fishbourne 
Roman Palace SAS Family Fun Days.

Monday 12th  
19.00

Globe House, 
Main Road

Fishbourne 
Church

Fishbourne Bookworms: The Enchanted 
April, by Elizabeth Von Arnim.

Tuesday 13th 
10.00 to 12.00

The Fishbourne 
Centre

Fishbourne 
Companions

For information, contact Lynda Hunter 
07968 296759.

Tuesday 13th 
14.00 to 16.00

The Fishbourne 
Centre

F’bn W.I. 
Science Gp

Prof. Mike Whittle – “Navigation Through 
the Ages”.

Weds 14th 14.50 “Cheriton”, Creek 
End

Fishbourne 
Churc h

House Group.

776692 for information.

Friday 16th 
19.00 for 19.30 St. Peter’s Place Fishbourne 

Church
Valentine Quiz and Supper. 

Tickets 778422.

Sunday 18th 
16.30 to 18.00 St. Peter’s Place Fishbourne 

Church Lets Learn Together.

Tuesday 20th 
10.00 to 12.00

The Fishbourne 
Centre

Fishbourne 
Companions

For information, contact Lynda Hunter 
07968 296759.

Tuesday 20th 
19.30

The Fishbourne 
Centre

F’bn Parish

Council

Council Meeting.

Fishbourne residents welcome.

Weds 21st 14.45 “Cheriton”, Creek 
End

Fishbourne 
Church

House Group.

776692 for information.

Thursday 22nd 
9.45 to 10.30

The Fishbourne 
Centre car park WSCC Mobile Library.

Tuesday 27th 
10.00 to 12.00

The Fishbourne 
Centre

Fishbourne 
Companions

For information, contact Lynda Hunter 
07968 296759.

Weds 28th 14.15 “Cheriton”, Creek 
End

Fishbourne 
Church

House Group.

776692 for information.

Weds 28th 19.30 St. Peter’s Place Fishbourne 
Evening W.I. Nik Westacott – “Cooking with Herbs”.

In addition to the events shown above at the Fishbourne Centre, 

there is a large number of regular events and classes including:


 Swing dance (Monday evenings); Jiveeasy (Wednesday evenings); Fishbourne Romans 
Football (Saturday 9:00); Folk Dance; Beekeeping; Tai Chi; Qi Gong; Ballet Classes; Adult 
Dance; Baby Ballet; Mini Movers; Drama Classes; Baby Sensory Development Classes; 

“Skylarks” after schools club; Child Development Classes; Chess Club; Art Classes; Rugby 
Tots; Table Tennis; Zumba dance; Pilates; Back Fitness Classes; and sports clubs (Tennis; 

Netball; Croquet; Bowls; Cricket). 

For details please visit the Fishbourne Centre website at www.fishbournecentre.org.uk

Please contact Iain Harrison, 4 Beaver Close, with any information for this page. Telephone 
784983,


or e-mail:  iainsue@beaverclose.co.uk
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PUZZLE PAGE



Crossword 
ACROSS

1.    Barber  (11)

9.    Burst  (3)

10.  Religious service collection (9)

11.  Edition (5)

13.  BBC programme for the deaf (3,4)

14.  Unit of capacity (6)

16.  Capers (anagram)  (6)

18.  London Horse Show location  (7)

19.  Belief (5)

20.  Turin prod (anagram)  (5,4)

21.  N. African popular music  (3)

22.  Dull  (11) 

DOWN

2.    Venomous snake  (3) 

3.    River rising in Switzerland (5) 

4.    Garbage  (6) 

5.    Screams (7) 

6.    Absolve (9) 

7.    Starting point  (11) 

8.    Rabies  (11)

12.  Sweet teacake  (5,4)

15.  Town dweller  (7)

17.  Provincial governor (6)

19.  Antic  (5)

21.  Scarper  (3)

Solution on page 15.

Graham Marker 

Sudoku 
EASY	 	 	 	 	 	 	 HARD
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